
Sponge-Jet abrasive blasting system is used to:

� Prepare stainless steel rotors, inner and outer cylinders,
governor and generator-end brackets, diaphragms, 
carriers and guides to any specification 

� Recondition turbine parts by removing blue oxide 
layers, dirt build-up and low-level radioactive 
contaminants in one, dry step

� Assure efficient reliability with no grinding marks from 
hand-sanding

� Thoroughly clean corners, edges and bolt heads or 
other hard to access areas

� Accelerate cleaning operations and overall maintenance
activity by allowing other trades to work near blasting

Clean Contaminants from Turbine
Parts in Power Generating Plants
Restore turbine parts by removing tough oxide build-up, low-level
radioactive contaminants, dirt and other corrosion from turbine parts
using porous, sponge/abrasive composites; Suppress airborne dust 
and cause minimal impact to nearby working trades for fast cleaning 
and safe decontamination.
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Industry Overview

NO GRINDING MARKS

FROM HAND-SANDING

Used on turbines manufactured 
by Siemens,® Westinghouse® and
General Electric®

� Controllable
- Remove the toughest contaminants

without damaging the substrate
� Safety & Reliability
- Less injuries and worker fatigue
- Protect sensitive equipment and 

other nearby working trades with 
low media rebound and airborne dust

� High Quality
- First-pass removal; no need to reblast

with enhanced visibility
- Inspection can be conducted during 

blasting, not after
� High Productivity
- Reduce plant downtime requirements
- Low media rebound and dust allow 

surrounding trades to work safely
without interruption

- Efficient process allows for quick setup
and clean-up



A power plant scheduled a month-long shutdown to
remove residue and aged surface contaminants from
158m2 [1,700ft2] of stainless steel turbine fans. The
turbine’s base would also be refurbished and bearings
and seals would be replaced. Plant engineers searched
for a way to streamline maintenance and reduce the
extra cost of sending the turbine out for cleaning.. 
With engineering approval, the project contractor used
a low dust and low rebound composite abrasive 
technology called Sponge-Jet Sponge Media abrasive.
Silver Sponge Media abrasive with 220-grit and 
320-grit aluminum oxide was selected to remove the
contaminants and leave the stainless steel substrate
unmarred. The contractor noted the following benefits:

■ Blast-Clean in Sensitive Environments - Sponge Media abrasives drastically
suppress potential airborne dust at the source. As a result, simplistic contain-
ment was quickly erected and blast-clean-
ing took place within just five meters (15ft)
from the original turbine location.
■ Limit Shutdown Time - With process 
dust efficiently suppressed, trades were
able to conduct maintenance on other 
parts of the turbine without interruption;
maintenance that was originally scheduled
to begin after blasting-cleaning.
■ Sensitive yet Aggressive - Silver Sponge
Media abrasive provided the perfect combi-
nation of abrasiveness and sensitivity to
quickly and effectively clean the substrate.

Using Silver Sponge Media abrasives, the contractor cut the shutdown time
by 60% (30 to 10 days), blast-cleaning at 5.5m2/hr [1ft2/min]. Plant engineers
remarked how easily the process was to control and were impressed that
nearby trades could continue maintenance during blast-cleaning.

Cleaning Turbine Fans in
Puerto Rican Power Plant
A maintenance contractor cleans contaminants 
from turbine fans using Silver Sponge MediaTM abrasive, 
reduces shutdown time and saved plant money
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Case History



Goals:

� Low dust generation

� Clean, dry process

� Low waste generation

� Cost competitive 

Alternatives 
considered:

� Hand tooling

� Chemical stripping

� CO2 pellet blasting

Contractor’s 
choice:

Sponge-Jet Sponge
Blasting SystemTM

Silver Sponge MediaTM

Contractor:

AEA Technology
Engineering
Services
Jim Flaherty
Marketing Manager
Pittsburgh, PA
412-655-1200

Removal of Radioactive
Oxide Build-up From
Reactor Coolant Piping

Sponge-Jet® Silver Sponge MediaTM featuring MICROCONTAINMENTTM technology

PRODUCT

APPLICATIONS

Mildly aggressive. Used for a wide range of commercial,
industrial, marine and military coatings removal projects.

“What a process! It amazes

me how Sponge-Jet 

Silver Sponge Media 

contains the contaminated

particles…it’s also 

compressible for waste

management purposes.”

Brad Fasel, Process Engineer
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15x magnification

Problem: Nearly 9m2 (100 ft2) of highly

radioactive oxide build-up (measuring

8,000 to 12,000 millirem) on stainless

steel reactor coolant piping in an eastern

U.S. nuclear power plant needed to be

removed. Utility representatives request-

ed that no appreciable loss of the stainless steel substrate

occur and specified an overall surface profile of less than 60

micron (2.5 mils). AEA Technology Engineering Services,
an international nuclear services organization, was contract-

ed to remove the oxide layer with minimal substrate damage

and safely decontaminate the pipe below 100,000 dpm

smearable so other outage maintenance could be conducted.

Solution: Using Silver Sponge MediaTM and the Sponge-Jet

Sponge Blasting System,TM AEA Technology Engineering

Services successfully removed the oxide layer, reducing 

radiation contamination levels to less than 100,000 dpm,

while leaving less than a 60 micron (2.5 mil) substrate profile

– all in one pass. The utility was pleased with the post

decontamination levels achieved, the overall cleanliness of

the operation, and most of all, how quickly the job was 

completed. As a result, AEA Technology Engineering Services

has successfully conducted similar pipe-end decontamination

projects in 8 other nuclear facilities throughout the world.

AVERAGE RECYCLESCLEANING RATEABRASIVEPROFILE

76-11m2/hr(1-2ft2/min)Aluminum Oxide<25 micron(<1mil)

www.spongejet.com
US office: 603-431-6435
European office: +44(0)1253-390731



Sponge Jet Decontamination System

Decontaminating and decommissioning metal scrap at Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) will generate
approximately 300 m3 of low level waste (LLW) in 1998,
and approximately 4000 m3 over the next few years. At the
present time this waste is cleaned by hand, grit blasted, or
simply buried. The two treatment techniques are very
expensive, and burial is not a desirable option.

50% of the scrap metal can be decontaminated by means of
a sponge jet decontamination system that is considerably
less expensive than hand cleaning or grit blasting and still
meet release requirements set forth in DOE Order 5400.5.

LANL will avoid generating approximately 200 m3 of
LLW annually.

Processing costs before: $481,000/year

Processing costs after: $220,000/year

An initial investment of $200,000 will result in an annual
cost avoidance of approximately $261,000.
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